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Spring 2019 
W-EDGE: SHOWING PRIDE 

Instructor: Sean George 
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Dates:  April 10 to June 19, 
2019 
 
Times: Wednesdays:  
3:00 – 5:00 pm,  
11 workshops       
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W-EDGE: SHOWING PRIDE 
 
Guided by regional artist artist Sean George, this drop-in art 
programme is designed to offer youth a place to meet and be 
creative. This spring, participants will explore a variety of fun 
artmaking materials and techniques from printmaking to painting 
and sculpture—creating art that can be taken to the streets for 
Barrie Pride! Projects include the fabrication and design of large-
scale banners to silkscreen t-shirts, flags and other unique 
accessories. Join in and be ready for Barrie Pride in creative style! 
 
Participants will have the opportunity to show off their artwork at the 
Barrie Pride Parade mid-June 2019. The artwork created will also 
be on display as part of a group exhibition W-Edge: Showing Pride 
in the MacLaren Rotary Education Centre from June 13 to 30, 2019. 

 

 
Wednesday, 
April 10 
 

Imagine a Different Rainbow  
Youth will discuss the importance of the rainbow as a symbol 
of pride and change and positivity that acknowledges the 
queer community. Participants will create a positive logo or 
symbol that acknowledges their hope and future in buttons. 

 
Wednesday, 
April 17 
 

Sheroes, Heroes and Outliers 
Youth will watch a short video and learn about early queer 
advocates and activists. Participants will create a blackout 
poem using biographical material on queer artists and 
historical figures that defined the pride movement. Using 
cellphones youth will create a short video about a figure they 

find inspiring and interesting. 
 

 
Wednesday,  
April 24 
 

Places, Spaces and Parades 
Youth will discuss and learn about the places and the 
moments that encompassed the queer movement. They will 
create a large group drawing an collage of a space for queers 
and their allies. 

 

 
Wednesday, 
May 1 
 

Wear It 
Using fabric paint, Sharpies, on white t-shirts participants will 
create a t-shirt to be worn at pride parade incorporating 
elements of what they have learned and were inspired by in 
previous sessions. They will work together on artistic 
elements that unite their shirts. 
 



 

Wednesday, 
May 8 
 

Wear It—cont’d 
Using fabric paint, Sharpies, on white t-shirts participants will 
create a t-shirt to be worn at pride parade incorporating 
elements of what they have learned and were inspired by in 
previous sessions. They will work together on artistic 
elements that unite their shirts. 
 

 
Wednesday, 
May 15 
 

Banners—cont’d 
Youth will look at various banners that have been used by 
different groups for parades and events. They will begin 
brainstorming and sketching draft banners. 

 
Wednesday, 
May 22 
 
 

Banners—cont’d 
Youth will look at various banners that have been used by 
different groups for parades and events. They will begin 

brainstorming and sketching draft banners. 

 
Wednesday, 
May 29  

Banners—cont’d 
Youth will look at various banners that have been used by 
different groups for parades and events. They will begin 
brainstorming and sketching draft banners. 

 
Wednesday, 
June 5 
 

Out Loud  
Participants will research youth movements; working together 
they will create and practice short statements that can be 
used at parade. 

 
Wednesday, 
June 12 
 

Moments in Time  
Youth will spend the session bringing all the elements 
together that they learned throughout program and  focus on 
a few pieces that can be used for exhibit. 
 

 
Wednesday, 
June 19 
 

Creating an Archive  
Youth will create an archive of their work and find meaningful 
and safe ways to share it online. 

Note: This programme outline is accurate at the time of publication but may be subject 
to change.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


